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Abstract

We present an ASR-free end-to-end modeling approach to spoken language understanding for a cloud-based modular spoken dialog system. We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on crowdsourced data collected from non-native English speakers interacting with a conversational language learning application. Experimental results show that our approach performs almost as well as the traditional baseline of ASR-based semantic classification and is particularly promising in situations with low ASR accuracy.

1 Introduction

Spoken language understanding (SLU) in dialog systems is generally performed using a natural language understanding (NLU) model based on the hypotheses produced by an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. However, when new spoken dialog applications are built from scratch in real user environments that often have sub-optimal audio characteristics, ASR performance can suffer due to factors such as the paucity of training data or a mismatch between the training and test data. To address this issue, this paper proposes an ASR-free, end-to-end (E2E) modeling approach to SLU for a cloud-based, modular spoken dialog system (SDS).

Recently, several research studies have investigated models of the speech signal using an end-to-end (E2E) approach that utilizes as little a priori knowledge as possible, e.g., by using filter-bank features instead of MFCCs (Graves and Jaitly, 2015) or by directly using speech waveforms (Jaitly and Hinton, 2011). E2E speech recognition systems have yielded competitive performance compared to conventional hybrid DNN-HMM systems (Miao et al., 2015) and E2E models have also produced promising results on speaker verification (Heigold et al., 2016) and language identification (Geng et al., 2016). However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have yet explored ASR-free E2E modeling for the task of SLU.

2 Methodology

Our experiments use an SDS that leverages a variety of open source components in a framework that is cloud-based, modular and standards compliant; (Ramanarayanan et al., 2017) provides further details about the SDS architecture. This study examines an interactive conversational task for English language learners designed to provide speaking practice in the context of a simulated job interview. The conversation is structured as a system-initiated dialog in which a representative at a job placement agency interviews the language learner about his or her job interests and qualifications.

The task of predicting semantic labels for spoken utterances from the job interview conversations can be treated as a semantic utterance classification task, which aims at classifying a given utterance into one of \( M \) semantic classes, \( c^k \in \{c^k_1, ..., c^k_M\} \), where \( k \) is the dialog state index. This study explores two approaches to compact audio feature representation using unsupervised learning. In the first approach, an RNN-based acoustic autoencoder maps the acoustic feature vector sequence onto a fixed-dimensional vector. In the second approach, factor analysis is used to transform the
variable length spoken utterance into a low-dimensional subspace. As shown in Figure 1, the fixed-dimensional vector, $V$, generated by either the RNN encoder or factor analysis, is the input layer to the SLU model; the output layer is the softmax layer with $K$ one-hot vectors (each vector represents one dialog state); Multi-task learning is used here by assuming each dialog state as one task; $K=4$ and $M=3$ or 4 are used in this study.

![Figure 1: Transfer learning with feedforward NN](image)

## 3 Experimental Results

A corpus of 4,778 utterances for the job interview task provided by 1,179 speakers was collected via crowdsourcing. 4,191 utterances are used as the training set and the remaining 586 utterances are used as the test set. Based on 1,004 utterances (10,288 tokens), the inter-transcriber word error rate (WER) is 38.3%. It is largely suffering from the poor audio quality, which could be either caused by waveform distortions, e.g., clipping occurs when an amplifier is overdriven, or dead silence caused by packet loss when the internet transmission is unstable, or low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in general due to large amounts of background noise. Two corpora are used to build our ASR system. One corpus (NNS) is drawn from a large-scale global assessment of English proficiency and contains over 800 hours of non-native spontaneous speech covering over 100 native languages across 8,700 speakers. Another corpus (SDS) was collected using our SDS via crowdsourcing with several different spoken dialog applications, including the job interview conversation task, and contains approximately 50 hours of speech. The experimental results show that there was no significant difference between the performance of the autoencoder and factor analysis approaches to extracting compact representations of the audio signal. Table 1 presents the performance of the ASR and SLU systems (E2E and ASR+NLU) on the test set and shows that the E2E system’s accuracy is closest to the ASR+NLU system’s accuracy when the ASR WER is the highest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>ASR</th>
<th>E2E</th>
<th>ASR+NLU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NNS</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNS + SDS</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: WER and SLU accuracy using three ASR systems and two SLU systems (E2E and ASR+NLU)
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